Vacaville, CA – M&G DuraVent announced today that it has obtained a key approval for PolyPro Venting Systems. QHT has approved the following venting materials for Biasi M210.32CM and M210.32SV Riva Advance wall hung boilers:

- 3” M&G DuraVent PolyPro single-wall pipe vent and fitting materials
- 3PPS-HTP twin pipe horizontal termination
- 3PPS-VK vertical concentric termination
- 3PPS-HK horizontal concentric termination
- 3PPS-FK flexible chimney liner kit
- 60/100 sidewall concentric pipe kits

The listed kits can be sourced through any Biasi wholesale. For a list of Biasi wholesalers, please go to qhtinc.com.

About M&G DuraVent
M&G DuraVent is a recognized technological leader in the venting industry. All M&G companies, including DuraVent, exclusively develop, manufacture and market a wide range of flue and vent products in aluminum, stainless steel and plastic for the HVAC and hearth industry. M&G is the largest supplier of engineered venting systems for the high-efficiency heating market in Europe for 20 years. For more information, please visit www.duravent.com.

About QHT Inc
Quincy Hydronic Technology, Inc. (QHT) of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, was founded in 1983 to be involved in the new energy conservation field of hydronic technology. Their goal: to improve the efficiencies and reduce the emissions found in the American heating equipment market. This ideal still prevails today and QHT remains committed to providing energy conservation with low environmental impact. For more information, visit qhtinc.com
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